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Moron enters presidential campaign
By Carl Renwnsky
Managing Editor
Among the many contenders for
the 1976 presidential election is one
admitted moron who has thrown his
hat into the ring.
The candidate's name is, of course.
Captain Moron. The captain (whose
real name is William Halterman)
discussed his campaign during a
phone interview from his campaign
headquarters in Silver Spring. Md.
"There have been too many idiots
running the country." the captain
explained. "It is time the people
elected a moron." He said a moron is
defined as a person with a severe
degree of retardation.
HIS ABILITY to walk and chew
gum at the same time makes him as
qualified is any President elected in
the last 30 to 40 years, he said. The
captain added that his 3-foot-1
stature gives him a Napoleonic
complex, much like many other
candidates.
Despite releasing reams of
humorous news releases, the captain
claimed he is being ignored by. the
news media, especially radio and
television.

An

Independent
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"I think the media kind of wishes
we would just go away," he said.
"We've made sure they all know
about us. but we are being ignored
by the major media."
The "we" he referred to is his
campaign staff, five friends who are
"slugging it out" for him. He said
there also are some people who
wander in and help occasionally.
HE SAID that newspapers and
radio stations which have interviewed
him became upset when he got nasty.
"As long as we act stupid they
(the media) tolerate us. but when we
slam people they don't like it." the
captain bemoar.ed.
Because of the media, the
campaign basically has become an
underground movement, he said.
Since few people know about the
campaign, it is being financed with
his own money, the captain said.
However, they will accept donations
from just about anyone.
"When we run out ol money, we
stop and sell T-shirts and stuff until
we have enough to get going again."
he continued.
THE CAPTAIN said he write? his

own press releases, a collection of
satiric ratnblings on the major issues
of the day. He said he prepares to
write the releases by downing half a
fifth of gin.
"You'd drink too if you lived in
Washington and saw some of the
people running this show -- we're all
lucky we don't wake up in the
morning as atomic dust." he said.
Captain Moron has compiled an
extensive list of positions on various
issues, ranging from detente to
overpopulation
•Detente: "Isn't it strange how
the capitalists always seem to get
ripped off by the communists in a
free market?"
-Women's lib: "The next thing
you know they'll want out of the
kitchen."
--Busing: "Every
mouth the
government should bus welfare
recipients over at least seven stale
lines to collect their checks. They
should also give welfare to the bus
companies in Detroit - they need a
slice of the welfare pie, just like

Lockheed,"
-Congress: "Get Bo/.o(the clown)
to work with Congress -- Bozo needs
good trainers."
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-New York City: "Clear up all of
New York's problems by dropping
two nuclear devices on it."
•-Henry Kissinger: "I would
declare Henry Kissinger a disaster
area."
•Overpopulation: "I think we
should hand out condoms on every
street coiner."
THE CAPTAIN said he has not
decided who his running mate will
be.
"We wanted Woody Allen because
lu\ so i.ill md good looking, but he
isn't available, so we're still looking,"
he said.
If he wins the election, the captain
said he will demand a recount. If he
still is declared the winner, he said he
would abdicate.
Cap lain Moron explained the
whole campaign as j "Bicentennial
Protest with humor." He added that
there is something sick about the
cictoi.il proem,
"We want people to go to the polls
and realize that there is no real
choice between the conventional
politicians - it's just t*eedledum and
iweedledee." the captain said.
"The thing we want them to do
then is write in 'Moion'."
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Police track suspects
in scattered bombings
State Department buildings in
Washington and three bombs damaged
four buildings in Chicago.
Police searched for suspects and
Police in New York said they were
clues yesterday in the bombings of
looking for three men and a woman
hanks, government buildings and
corporate towers in New York,. who were seen in a maroon-colored car
near three of the bomb sites in
Chicago and Washington.
A Puerto Rican group seeking mid-Manhattan and the Wall Street
area.
independence for the island claimed it
Written communiques and
set the explosions to attack "yanki
telephone messages to news media said
government" and "capitalist
the bombings were the work of the
institutions."
FALN, a terrorist group seeking
The blasts, which occurred almost
independence for Puerto Rico, a VS.
simultaneously in the three cities and
commonwealth.
spanned a period of about 45 minutes,
In Spanish, the initials stand for the
from 1:43 to 2:30 a.m. EST, caused
Armed Forces for National Liberation.
no injuries.
THERE WERE-five bombs in New
The organisation said yesterday's
bombings commemorated the 25th
York City-four at banks and one at
anniversary of "revolution in Puerto
the U.S. Mission to the United
Rico, against yanki domination" and
Nations. A bomb also exploded at the
By The Associated Presi

Student commits suicide;
car accident injures hiker
Wood County Coroner Roger Peatee
has ruled suicide by carbon monoxide
poisoning in the death of Gerald Rose,
senior (B.A.), who was found dead
Saturday morning in his car near
Wayne. 0.
Rose's station wagon was parked in
a wooded area just off Holcomb Road
between State Route 199 and Wayne
Road, Wood County Sheriffs deputies
said. A hose was connected to the
exhaust pipe and stretched into the
tailgate window. The auto was running
when Rose, 26, was found, deputies
said.
Another University student was
injured Sunday night when his bike
collided with a car at the intersection

of North Enterprise and East Court
streets.
KENNETH WEISBARTH senior
(A&S), was reported in fair condition
last night at Wood County Hospital
with multiple lacerations and abrasions
of the face and left leg and a possible
brain concussion.
City police said Weisbarth was
traveling north on North Enterprise
when he ran a stop sign slammed into
the side of a car driven by Martin
Wilson (University identification
unavailable) and was thrown several
feet. Martin apparently was delivering
pizzas for a local restaurant at the
time.
Weisbarth has been cited for failing
to stop at a stop sign, police said.

were part of "a coordinated attack
against yanki government and
monopoly capitalist institution*."
THE GROUP'S communique listed
Puerto Rico as a target along with the
th'ree mainland cities, but there was no
word of any trouble on the island.
The FALN has been blamed for at
least 10 explosions in the New York
area, including five that occurred one
year ago Sunday. The FALN also
claimed responsibility for a January
blast at historic Fraunces Tavern, in
which four persons were killed.
The police said the bombs at the
banks--two First National City
branches, a Chase Manhattan branch
and an office of the National
Westminster Bank Ltd.--were
high-yield explosive devices similar to
the ones used in the Fraunces Tavern
blast.
The bomb at the mission was a
low-yield pipe bomb, they said.
Police in Chicago said they did not
know who was behind the bombings at
the Sears Tower, the Continental Bank
and IBM Corp. in their city.
They said the bombs, which caused
an estimated $50,000 damage, were
black powder pipe bombs, similar to
those tint damaged the Mid-Continent
Plaza building in Chicago last June.
The FALN also claimed responsibility
for that bombing.
THE AUTHORITIES questioned
three persons and released them.
They also searched for a balding
man with a limp who was spotted near
the 110-story Sears Tower, the world's
tallest building.
The investigation was complicated
by a call received by the Chicago
Sun-Times after the explosions went
off. The caller, a man, said two more
bombs were set to go off "in honor of
the veterans."

Mini-mall to help business
Construction of large, enclosed
shopping malls have changed some
■ downtown business districts into ghost
towns, but the mini-mall under
construction on South Main Street is
designed to help, not hurt city
business, according to Douglas
Valentine, mini-mall builder.
The mini-mall is an effort to
continue the city's Heritage '76
downtown renovation project.

Weather
Sunny today. High in the upper 60s
and low 70s. Partly cloudy tonight
and tomorrow with a chance of
ahowera. Low tonight in the 40s.
High Tuesday in the SOa.
Probability of rain 10 per cent
today and 30 per cent tonight.

Valentine said. The mini-mall is
located between 180 and 19414 S.
Main St. on property Valentine
acquired in late spring from the estate
of Layton Coen.
"We don't have a name for the mall
yet," Valentine said,' "but we're open
for suggestions."
THE 6,000 square-feet of floor
space available in tfie two-story
building allows occupants to be
flexible in their store designs,
Valentine said.
He said only two spaces had
definitely been rented-one to Gross
Photo and a second to The Village
Preacher, a Christian book and gift
store.
'
"We have 15 to 19 interested
applications that we're still
considering," Valentine said.
Valentine characterized the building
as being uninhabitable prior to this

summer's construction. "Now we've
got six real nice apartments included
in the property," Valentine said. Four
of the apartments are occupied.
DURING CONSTRUCTION of the
mini-mall some renovation work was
done to the University's Center of
Continued Learning, 194 S. Main St.
Mills Jewelry Store, 188 S. Main St.,
also was reworked, providing a much
better traffic pattern for the store,
according to Valentine.
Valentine said city officials
cooperated with the mall idea after the
saw they saw the planning designs. He
said the city installed wheelchair
ramps joining the new parking lot
behind the mall location to specially
designed sidewalks.
Valentine said he believed the new
mini-mall will generate new jobs,
adding that student opportunities were
a possibility.

.
Sl/dS

Fountain frolicking in front of the Administration Building is usually strictly a
springtime phenomenon, but these four students seem to prefer the recent chilly
but sunny October weather. (Newsphoto by Craig Megyes)

Rape victims hassled
WASHINGTON (AP) - Many of
the nation's hospitals make it difficult,
expensive and embarrassing for a rape
victim to obtain an examination and
treatment, according to a new
government-funded survey.
The report prepared for the Law
Enforcement Assistance
Administration (LEAA) said many
private hospitals refuse to examine and
treat rape victims.
The private hospitals which provide
such services may charge as much as
$75, the report said.
The 15-month survey was
conducted by the Center for Women

Policy Studies in Washington with a
$238,437 LEAA grant.
LEAA released the report yesterday
and will distribute a condensed version
to state and local law enforcement
agencies across the country.
THE RESEARCHERS also
concluded that police departments
usually don't have the technological
capability to identify rapists.
They also reported that prosecutors'
offices handle rape cases poorly and
provide little assistance to victims.
The report recommended that local
officials coordinate their efforts to

Inside the News
The Bowling Green-Miami
University football showdown was the
central event around which
homecoming revolved for many. And
for a few moments, it looked as if the
Falcons would win perhaps the biggest
game in their history. But that was not
to be, and (he story of the 20-17 loss
to the Redskinr, can be found in the
sports section.
~~ Coming back from an assortment of
injuries, motorcycle daredevil Evd
Knievel successfully jumped over 14
buses at Kings Island resort
southern Ohio. A study of the man
and his jump can be found on page
seven this week's "Focus " page.
The sights and emotions of
homecoming are captured with the
camera and the word on page eight.

develop ways of treating rape victims
with more dignity and making it easier
for them to provide evidence against
their attackers.
Discusing medical services, the
report said that "most police officers
have difficulty finding a hospital that
will treat rape victims."
The researchers said, "Hospitals
have exhibited both reluctance to
provide medical testimony and
disparaging attitudes toward rape
victims."
The conclusions were based on a
survey of 41 hospitals and clinics in
large and medium-sized cities.
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the business of labor

Hb rary options
Many University students are not aware that there is a way for
them to get missing library books if they only take the initiative
and utilize the option now available to them.
Students do not have to wait an entire quarter to get a book
that has been checked out by a faculty member. Students who
need certain library materials are advised to fill out a special
reservation form, available at the Library's circulation desk,
according to Evron Collins, library director of circulation.
Books then are recalled and returned to the library within two
weeks. If a professor does not return a book that has been recalled
he is not permitted to check ojjier material out of the library.
This solution to the problem of professors and instructors
keeping library materials has proven successful, according to
Collins, but not enough students take advantage of the opportunity
to retrieve books.
This course of action should-be used by all students to insure
that assignments are completed in time and to help the library get
back missing books. There is no need to assume that because a
professor has checked out a book it is unavailable forever.
Students must use this solution as a means of furthering their
academic abilities. They must not. however, abuse the privilege by
demanding the recall of a book, then not using it.
Professors at times certainly need library materials, but students
should make use of the reservation forms for book retrieval when
necessary.

SAN FRANCISCO -- The air was
mortuarial. Around the stage was
hung deep blue and dull velvet crepe.
.There were rows of potted palms and
ferns.
On the stage Brother George
Meany in a
dark-blue suit was
intoning phrases about "paying our
respects to those who have gone to
the Great Beyond."
Still very much on this side of the
mortality gap, Brother Meany, now in
his 80s, has long since reached that
time in life when the obituary page
becomes the most important section
of the morning newspaper.
It was natural that he should make
mention of the ghosts of labor's past
at this 20th annual convention of the
AFL-CIO here.
THE HUNDREDS of delegates
sitting at
the tables in the hall,
listening, reading the papers, smoking
cigars, or staring off in abstracted
contemplation didn't mind. Many
seemed to be less representative of
international unions than
representatives of another age. The
names of their organizations
suggested stillness, stasis and other
times.

.i"»»»<»« ■*». cr»*>

The most interesting response that
this procession of faithless and flaccid
orators was able to elicit came from
Joseph Ames of the American
Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees.

In Ihe back of the hall two men
from Brother Meany's Plumbers
Union chatted aboul the comparative
merits of the running surfaces of
California versus Miami racetracks.
Their
conclusion was that
the
plastic simulated dirt of the Miami
tracks slows up the ponies. The
AFL-CIO has a propensity for
meeting in Miami, so ibis city was a
pleasant change, especially the way
the convention was scheduled with a
Saturday and Sunday off for touring
Chinatown and whoopee.
Not that Ihe guys were boisterous.
This convention has the look of the
last encampment of the grand white.
American middle-aged male.
ONLY 22 women delegates were
noted. But if the guys are going to
draw up their wagons and fight out
their Caucasian manhood in the bars
and nighclubs of Frisco, too many of
them are too old to be too
immoderate.
There was a joke running around
the place that Brother Meany had
started a youlh movement which
consisted of removing all the
nonagenarians from the Executive
Council.
This is not to say thai organized
labor can be ignored. With 14 million
workers affiliated with the AFL-CIO
and the new campaign reform law
favoring it, the organization is
indispensable to all Democratic
candidates, a number of whom came
to speak.

■BROTHER AMES wrote a song lo
be sung in lune lo "Casey Jones":
Now, a pollster came a-knockin' al
my door
He asked it I would tell him who
I'm voting for
He had a long list of presidential
possible picks
To be the Democratic candidate in
'76. (Chorus)
Pick a name!
One that's not charisma

their part, thai is their right. .
Frankly, I used to worry about the
membership, about the size of'
the> membership but quite a few years
ago I just stopped worrying about it
because to me it doesn't make any
difference. It's just the organized
voice thai counts. . ."
Indeed, the AFL-CIO power is
enhanced if most employees remain
unorganized. If the size of the
membership were substantially ,
increased it would cause division and
conflict between unions.

AS A SMALL but unified fraction
of the labor force. AFL-CIO power in
a disorganized society of isolates is
magnified.
Pick a name!
The present situation makes it
One that's heaven-sent
possible for labor to continue lo be
If none is to your liking
the junior partner of big business, but
Then you're in Ihe undecided 89
the partner which can supply the
per cent.
precinct workers on election day.
The extent to which big labor and
THE MIDDLE-AGED white men
big corporations have gone into
of the AFL-CIO are scarcely the only
business with each other was
people who react to the list of illustrated by the leaflets the United
presidential possibles with intense
Steelworkers were distributing outside
disinterest. Bui what is worth
ihe hall.
remarking on is the organization's
These
argued for legislation to
own lack of direction.
prevent the French, in the person of
There were the proper number of
Baron Rothschild, from taking ovet
speeches decrying the plight of the
the Copperweld Corporation of
poor and the unemployed, but ihey
Pittsburgh. The company's current
were uttered with a singlar lack of management has been in a big fight ,1
conviction.
over this.
Il is a topic which ancient iVadition
But while keeping the present
requires them to talk about on
management may .help the union, its
formal occasions like ecumenical
campaign lo stop the importation of
congresses and annual conventions.
foreign capital isn't going to help
More lo the point are Ihe words of unorganized workeis or the
Brother Meany in 1972 when he said
unemployed who should benefit from ' |
in an interview. "Why should we
the jobs new investments would:
worry aboul organizing groups of create.
people who do not appear to want to
The labor movement, however, has
be organized'' If ihey prefer to have
become the labor business, and il is
others speak for them and make the
too late for it to change. As a
decisions which affect their lives,
business. Brother Meany
runs it
without effective participation on
drably but well.

await nixon apology
by J. F, terhorst
V

GET HINnOmLNOU THE ONE ABOUT THE BIG OIL ^D WHEAT DEAL WITH RUSSIAN'

LeTTers
hurrah
Hurrah for Thomas Hudson (BG
News Wednesday, Oct. 22. 1975).
At last the non-smoker speaks. I
agree 100 per cent on the disgusting
smoking situation.
Smokers do not realize that
non-smokers have nglits also. Many
days I go home with chest pain from
silting in a class room or in the office
where thoughtless smokers
conscientiously blow smoke into my
face or stand over me puffing like a
steam engine.
Then when one reacts to the
situation they say, "Oh, this smells
good." or "this
pipe tobacco is
expensive," or "you'll like the other
brand that I have."
Then there are the cigar smokers
who gag you to death with the awful
stench that they
let off For
asthmatics, hay fever sufferers and
other persons with respiratory
problems it is pure hell
Smokers please be more respectful
of others.

Elnor Stubbs
82.15 Nebraska Ave.

Toledo. Ohio

rip-off
How long will BGSU students
stand by and let the all-powerful
University rip them off?
Let's just consider housing and
leave other matters to other letters.
I'm refering to the overcrowding in
many dorms.
Point I - (overcrowding vs. grades).
Dr. I-akm claims that studies in the
I960's showed little correlation
between grades and environment.
Questions: How many dorm rooms
in the |960's had TVs and/or stereos
in them? How many had five people
sharing four desks and two closets?
Let's be realistic. It's hard enough
to study with one roommate in a
tuom the size of the average kitchen,
let alone adding another voice, cough
or paper-shuffler to the unsettling
din. Enough said.
"Point 2 • (money grabbing).
The University wants to look very
humanitarian with its "offer" lo
allow more students to enroll in the

University by cramming them into
already full dorms.
Dr. Eakin then pointed out that it
was against "University policy" to
allow sophomores to live off-campus.
However, it didn't seem to be against
"University policy" in the summers
of 1973 and 1974 when many
sophomore males were sent letters
which, if the enclosure was returned,
would allow them to break their
housing contract in order to live
off-campus. Oh, you didn't know
that? Well, just ask a junior or senior
male who got one!
What has the. University gained
from all of this? Money! In great
amounts, no less!
Not only did they get the full
housing fee from the people that are
crammed into a full room, but they
found a way of getting around giving
"refunds." If someone asks for a
refund he/she is promptly offered a
room which is less crowded. If he/she
turns it down, then he/she is out of
his/her "refund "
But what of the people who do
not ask for the refund and stay in
the overcrowded room? Do they ever
sec their "refund?" (I haven't heard
of anyone that did).
On lop of this, ihe more students
attending the University, ihe more
money ihe University gets from the
slate. So, of course, the University
feels ii can "squeeze a few more in."
But, what can you do aboul it?
Well, for a start, why don't you
and your other four roommates go
up to the tenth floor of the "Power
Tower" and see how well Dr. Moore
studies with a few extra
"roommates."
Jerry Armstrong
Terry Armstrong
Dan Droyle

Dan Rosier
400 Napolean Rd. Apt. 306

refunds
In response to your article
concerning overcrowding, I would
have to question Dr. Eakin's logic
and knowledge on some points.
Dr. Eakin was quoted as saying
that "Many studies were made in the
I960's that indicate that there is
little correlation between grades and
environment."

I will not brand Dr. Eakin as a
liar, but I cannot also say that those
students who attest that their grades
arc adversely affected are liars. I am
one ot those 276 men in a three-man
room, and I definitely believe thai
the confusion and chaos generated by
this situation is detrimental t<> the
concentration necessary lo good
studying.
Dr. Eakin also said that we were
given the option of moving into a
two-man room during the first week
of school. This is not true.
WE WERE told by our hall
director when school began this fall
that there was a two-week freeze on
room changes in effect until ihe
administration could determine the
enrollment situation.
I do not object to the two-week
freeze on room changes, but do
object lo being told that there was
none.
Furthermore, this is the fifth week
of school now, and I have not yet
been offered the option to change
rooms by anyone, nor have I heard
of any way to obtain information
regarding this, nor have I heard of
any of my acquaintances being
offered this option.
It was stated that freshman
students were notified before school
began that they would be in
overcrowded rooms. Without using
any unnecessary expletives. 1 must
say that every one of those
notifications must have been lost in
the mail somewhere.
ED MAGEL suggested that we be
given a S70 per quarter refund in
compensation for this, since the
University is getting 50 per cent more
money for the upkeep of rooms that
require no extra maintenance than
usual.
Dr. Eakin said that the University
could not "pay" persons living in
crowded rooms who "refuse" to live
in other quarters. This is absurd. How
can we refuse something that we have
not been offered?
I suggest that we be given the
choice of either accepting the refund
proposed by Mi. Magel. or of moving
to a vacant room.
If all vacancies were to be filled

WASHINGTON-The old juices
have begun to arouse the exile of
ClM Pacifica. From San Clemente

then we should be offered the
proposed refund, as this is truly the
only fair way of dealing with this
problem.
Bob Schafer
264 Rodgers
Editor's Note:
Hie preceding letter
was signed by 40 other persons who
agree with the opinion expressed.

mo/o Congrats
My personal congratulations go out
to the director, cast and behind the
scene crews of the Mojo Theater
Workshop production (Oct. I?. 18,
19): " Celebrations in Ebony."
The selection of enriching dramatic
material and the energetic
performances have provided
inspiration and encouragement to
people of color (and others who are
free to draw from our well) as this
new learning year begins.
When, and if, minority
administrators, faculty and students
here begin to see and feel the power
of artistic vitality demonstrated by the
few who brought us these
"Celebrations in Ebony" in jusl three
weeks from the opening of the school
year, then the priorities for resources,
support and participation will become
evident.
THE MOJOTheater Workshop is
showing us truth and continuity in a
cultural package that shrieks unity
louder and more clearly than in any
other quarter on this campus.
I despair that this force gets so
little fiscal support from the people
who chart the course of minority
cultural-academic development here.
Fact: A Euro-American theater
faculty and budget currently earns
the financial applause. And yet. this
is a message of optimism and hope
that the Mojo Theater will prove it
can work it's magic on more of us.
more often.
Young
sisters and brothers of
Mojo, you give me energy and
courage to sell more tickets - some
wolf, some real - where I draw my
pay.

' John Scott
Playwright-in-Residence
School of Speech Communication

comes word that Richard Nixon has
received a letter of praise from Mao
Tse-tung.
Rabbi Korff, who seems lo«bc the
new Ron Ziegjer, ;says Nixon wants
to visit his old buddy in Peking. And.
after that, perhaps become a roving
ambassador for the U.S. or a
broadcast commentator on foreign
affairs.
Well, why not? Historians would
be hard-pressed lo nominate anyone
better qualified than Nixon to
explain how to get the most out of
the system.
It's a pity that President Ford
hasn't come up with a way to give
Nixon a lift.
».
HE HAS, OF course, thought
about it. And sighed. Jerry Ford's
ingrained sense of decency includes a
strong streak of loyalty to the Nixon
he prefers to remember.
Atter all. where would Jerry hord
be if it hadn't been for Richard
Nixon? and vice versa.
BUT THE 38th president can't do
much Ihese days for the disgraced
37th. After Watergate and the
pardon, that would be tantamount to
political suicide. Sympathy is all that
Mr. Ford can tender.
In bygone years. President
Kennedy could nip up to Gettysburg
during the Bay of Pigs fiasco and
have his picture taken with .
Eisenhower.
Lyndon Johnson received political
comfort for his Vietnam troubles by
doing the same.
When Nixon got into the White
House, he kept the couriers flying
regularly to the LBJ ranch and seldom
made a big decision without publicly
pulling Johnson into the act. But
Jerry Ford has no presidential elder
statesman to turn to.
Despite all of his trips to
California. Mr. Ford has not dared set
foot on the Nixon turf at San
Clemente. Their paths crossed briefly
over Easter at Palm Springs when
both were seeking the desert sun.
Mr. Ford is even chary about
telephoning from the White House.
It's unlikely that the calls between
Washington and San Clemente are as
fe*v as Ford aides report.
But most of them are initiated by
Nixon, an inveterate telephoner. and
are merely social calls. The president
is scrupulously careful not to create
the impression that he's getting
policy advice from the old coach.
Still the question persists. Can
Richard Nixon emerge from exile and
perform any public role befitting a
former chief executive?
As a private citizen, he certainly
can travel to Peking to see Chairman
Mao. Presumably, the two oldsters
could have a grand time reminiscing
about all the things they've done for
their countrymen.
WITH EQUAL aplomb, Nixon also
could visit Chairman Brezhnev in

Moscow. Tito in Belgrade, and
Ceaucescu in Bucharest-all of whom
provided Nixon with red carpet
treatment during palmier days.
Doing thai would be no more out
of character for Mr. Nixon than
golfing the other day with President
Frank Fitzsimmons and othet
Teamster heavies at Rancho La Costa;
the fancy resort he built with union
pension money and much favored by
well-heeled men linked to ihe mob:
But despite all the trial balloons
from Casa Pacifica, Richard Nixon;
can hardly go abroad as an emissaryof the U.S.
! Indeed, he doesn't even havej
permission to go across town as an:
emissary of the Republican party.;
The last thing a GOP candidate wants!
these days is a Nixon endorsement.
IF RICHARD NIXON truly wants
to help America, not just himself, he
will start by freely and publicly
apologizing for the national trauma
he created with his won Watergate
complicity, a piece of conduct fc*
which he would have been indictej
on criminal charges had he not beeli
so magnanimously spared by M(.
Ford.
Genuine contrition, free of
pretense or hypocrisy, is the only
way to merit America's forgiveness.
Until Nixon first serves his country
by doing that, his pardon, will only,
be the hacksaw with which he
escaped prosecution*
! '
It's a pity that Richard Nixon, foj
all of his intellectual ability, seem)
unable 10 grasp so simple a truth.
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local briefs
Free seminar
A free seminar for divorced or separated Catholics will
begin at Christ the King Church of Toledo 8 p.m.
tomorrow and will continue each Wednesday for the
next S weeks. No advance registration is needed.

Art theft
A three-by-five foot painting was stolen Tuesday from
the main lobby of Batchelder Hall, Kreischer Quad.
The painting, entitled "Big Sur," was valued at $75.

Mail
The University Post Office said it is useless to send
mail to Canada due to a postal strike there. Mail sent to
Canada will nol be forwarded until the strike ends.

Repeating
Students repeating a course this quarter must notify
the Registrar's Office no later than Nov. 15. Forms to
report this information can be obtained at the forms
window, Registrar's Office. Administration Bldg., or in
the undergraduate college advising offices.

Bike centennial
Bikecentennial is seeking 1,400 leaders to run
inaugural tours in 1976 of the first Trans-America
Bicycle Trail. Leaders will receive food, lodging, normal
tour services and a small daily expense allowance.
Bikecentennial, a non-profit, charitable organization,
is sponsoring tours which vary in length from 12 to 82
days and cover 4,500 miles of historical and scenic
American regions.
Over 50 courses will be offered at four major training
centers along the route. The seven-day sessions include
classroom and field experience in bicycling technique,
safety and repair. Classes in camping and first aid skills
also are taught. The cost of the course is $75. This fee
covers food, lodging, instruction, books and materials.
For further details on leadership training courses and
applications write Bikecentennial '76, P.O. Box 1034,
Missoula. Mt. 59801.

Print sale
Union Activities Organization (UAO) is sponsoring a
display and sale of fine art prints 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. today
through Friday in the Browsing Room. Union. The
full-color prints may be purchased separately or with
mats.

Conference
About 450 industrial education, technology and
vocational education teachers are expected to attend the
11th annual Industrial Education and Technology
Drive In Conference tomorrow at the University.
The conference, located in the Industrial Education
and Technology Building, will include mini-workshops,
commercial exhibits, demonstrations and films.
Further information can be obtained by contacting
Dr Rohert Innis, conference director, 214 IET Bldg..
372-2346.

Humane society
The Wood County Humane Society will hold its fall
meeting at 7:30 p.m. Thursday at the Bowling Green
Women's Club. 134 N. Prospect St.
Following the general meeting, Bill Grosscup. the
winner of the 1973 Outdoor Writers' Award for
television and radio writing, will speak on the increasing
polarization of hunters and nonhunters.
The meeting is free and open to the public.

What's a

Zoning an issue in ward f wo race
By Gail Harris
Staff Reporter

for years. No one realized
how many people were, and
are, upset about zoning
Wendell
Jones, a laws, he said.
Republican running for
Jones is finding out what
councilman in ward two, is his constituents want while
concerned mainly about campaigning door to door.
enforcement df city zoning "I'm discovering what the
laws.
concerns are of the people
"I'm interested in trying in the second ward. I've
to arrest deterioration of found that concerns differ
housing in the ward," he from street to street."
said. "I'm for rigid zoning
Jones, an associate
regulations and strict professor in the College of
enforcement of them."
Musical Arts, is vice
Jones said city zoning chairman of the Wood
laws designate which County Health Board of
sections of the city are Appeals. He also is a
zoned for single and member of Faculty Senate
multiple family housing and and other University
for commercial and committees.
industrial uses. But many
"1 don't believe we need
persons have found more government, but
loopholes in zoning instead we need more
ordinances in the past, he citizen activity in
added.
governmental affairs. If we
"For example, some listen to people, then we
persons buy terrible houses don't need to dictate to
in one-family areas and rent them."
them out to students, which
"1 think my greatest
is unlawful. Then the owner qualification for councilman
doesn't keep the property is that most people know
up and the next thing you I'm agressive and not afraid
know the neighbors are to speak my mind," Jones
unhappy and not taking said. "I've demonstrated I
care of their property, Jones can initiate projects in the
said.
city as a citizen and I could
cany on as a councilman
"This can lead to more effectively."
depreciation in land values,
The incumbent candidate
especially in the older for ward two is Waneta
sections of Bowling Green." Rodeheffer. the first and
he said.
only woman ever to serve
Jones said persons on City Council.
sometimes buy homes in
Rodeheffer said she is
areas zoned for single-family extremely interested in
dwellings and then convert
finishing the second ward
them into duplexes. "We improvement program. "I
must try to get rid of this don't think it would be
overcrowding exploitation." beneficial to change horses
he said, explaining the in the middle of the stream
overcrowding is done by concerning (lie ward two
people who have little or no project," she said.
interest in the neighborThe project, which is
hoods.
ready to go. according to
Jones, who has lived in Rodeheffer. includes the
the second ward for eight installation of storm sewers,
years, said that he had lived curbs, water lines and new
in Bowling Green three streets and sidewalks in the
years before he became southeastern quadrant of
aware of housing problems. the city.
He led citizen groups in
In addition to wanting to
airing their grievances at follow-up on the
improvement project,
City Council meetings.
His actions led to a
Rodeheffer also is interested
review of zoning ordinances
in further development of
and finally resulted in a new Everett C. Carter Park.
law.
"I'm trying to secure a
"That was the largest
grant to purchase the land
expression of interest in the adjacent to the park to add
housing problem in the city to it," she said.

A Democrat. Rodeheffer
said that her experience in
the four years she has been
on council is invaluable to
finishing projects the city
already has started.
"I'm for the proposed
waste water treatment
plant," she said. "I'm also
interested in expanding
leisure time activities for
all."
Rodeheffer said she has
accomplished many things
for ward two citizens during
her terms as councilwoman.
She said public services were
increased in the area, roads
were resurfaced and many

s»fety signals were installed
at her insistance.
She said her biggest
accomplishment was aiding
the Hy du ke Ditch
assessment. Rodeheffer
explained that the ditch
runs behind the Holiday
Inn, 1550 t. Woostcr St.
The county was going to
assess tax payers to clean it
out, but through
Rodeheffer's actions. Illicit y will pay the
assessments
A teacher at Bowling
Green Junior High School,
she is a member of Fust
Methodist Church. League

of Women Voters and
Bowling Green Education
Association. She also works
with senior citizens and
youth groups.
Rodeheffer has been
chairman ol the city's
public lands and buildings
committee and a member of
committees concerning
finances.
zoning and
planning.

think it's possible. People
wdl always find loopholes,
I'mafiaid," she said.
Rodeheffer was
appointed to council four
years ago. "They wanted a
woman and that's why I was
elected to fill the vacancy at
first." she said. "I think
City Council needs women
and I'd like to see more on
council."

She said site was aware
that her opponent's
platform concerns zoning.
"I hope we can come up
with an ordinance thai is 99
per cent usable, hut I don't

"I'm offeting the second
ward my experience, along
with faithful representation.
I'm willing to listen and
serve the residents of the
jrea." she said

Weekend boosts local sales
By Joe Wollet
Staff Reporter
Even though the Miami
Redskins beat the Falcons
over the weekend, the real
winners were local
businessmen.
The combination of
homecoming weekend with
Friday's Midnight Madness
sale meant added sales for
many merchants, some of
whom reported increases of
up to 40 per cent over the
weekend.
Gerald Liss, owner of
Pisanello's Pizza. 203 N.
Main St.. said his shop sold
about three tons of pizzas
over the weekend.

most weekends, and total
volume was up 40 per cent.
He said he planned ahead on
having a big weekend
because of the signilieiancc
of the football game, so he
did not run out of supplies.
About 2.000 pizzas were
sold over the weekend, with
900 of these sold on
Saturday, according to liss.
Another pizza shop
owner. David llolley of
Falcon Pizza. 516 I.
Woostcr • St., said his
weekend was busy, adding
that every weekend this
sclioolsc.il has been
excellent for him.

STANLEY KAUFMAN.
owner of Kaufman's. 163 S.
Main St.. said his restaurant
HE TRANSLATED this
into 1,000 lbs. each of does about 25 per cent
cheese and flour, 200 lbs. more business on
each of sausage and homecoming and parents'
pepperoni. 80 gallons of weekends. He said
pizza sauce, eight cases of homecoming was big. but he
mushrooms
and
an expects more business next
untotaled amount of other weekend. Sons and
pizza ingredients.
daughters, he said, arc not
He also reported selling usually paying the hill on
60 cases of carbonated parents' weekend, so they
beverages.
come to his restaurant and
Liss said his dining room order large steaks and
service was twice as much as lohstcrs.

Besides restaurants, the
motel business won this
weekend. Tom Baer.
manager of Falcon Plaza
Motel. 1450 B. Wooatti St.,
said his 60 units weie tilled
this weekend, with most
reservation! being made a
month in advance,
Holiday Inn. 1550 E.
Wooitai St.. had not Dean
taking reservations foi
about t w o in 0 n t h I.

that it was gone in about as
many minutes.
flic sale was not as good
.is last year, but belter than
was expected for the
lobby. 105 S. Main St.,
according to Julie Fness.
sales clerk. She said it was a
very good weekend.
Sales at the J.C. Penney
Co., 136 S. Main St., were
up about thrcc-and-a- half
pei cent, according to

according lo Lenore Armg.

I ugene Beauchamp, the

secretary to the manage)
She said all units weie
supposed ti> be filled toi the
weekend, hut there were a
number of cancellations and
no-shows.

store's manager. ||e said
homecoming was a plus
factor lor sales at the store.
He termed the sale very
successful.

John

Zimmerman,

manager
The Midnight Madness
sale was a success for several
merchants, while others said
it was not as big as they had
expected.
James Gamble, chairman
of the sale, said it was a
success as far :is getting
people downtown. Inn thai
it wtt up to the individual
stores in make the sales.
GAMBLE SAID he had

ordered 40 gallons of cider
lot the sale and reported

of

Sound

Associate!, 248 S. Mam St..
said the Midnight Madness
sale was halt as good as
expected. He blamed J
misunderstanding about an
advertisement in the News
as detracting from his sales.
The sale was very
successful, said Marilyn
Glenn of the French Knot,
IOT S. Main St. Last year's
sale was successful, too. she
said, adding that Midnight
Madness is "busier than
mosi Friday nights."
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TUESDAY SPECIALS
(Tues. only)
#DEDUCT AN EXTRA 10%
from any item on our Sale Rack
(Tuesday specials included)
*DENIM AND CORDUROY
JUMPERS

20% OFF

* ALL SCARVES (Tues. Only)

20% OFF

*ALL VINYL GLOVES
(Tues. Only)

.
20% OFF

tordght5-12.
!

*LONG VELVELOUR

only Burger Chef knows
and we're not talking 'til
October 30
(B-S?

WRAP ROBES (Tues. Only)

25% OFF

OPEN TILL 9;OQ P.M.
The Powder Puff

Thf'» mow to fcn t Burger Ch«f.

525 Ridge St

<*- \Zoz.(i®tf of pfepsi

THIRD ANNUAL

WITH THE PURCHASE OF A LARGE PIZZA14", 2 ITEMS OR MORE $3.60 ZZZZZZTI

PUT THE PROFIT IN YOUR POCKET

SALE

TO YOUR DOOR OR IN THE STORE
FREE DELIVERY
COUPONS DO NOT APPLY

20% OFF ALL PAPERBACKS
TODAY ONLY
TUESDAY, OCT. 28
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT SERVICES BLDG.

LmiAlS
\ ooH S. fAAi U% fe»Q.
?J.M.«.t.tl.U.Mt»l

PH. 352-7571
I l.M.IJLJJUUUo
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Placement sign-ups schedule

MISSES
Cotton denim jeans, already
2

v !, washed, faded and broken in for
^J fit. Ready-to-wear-worn.
They go everywhere with
everything! Fly front with

SCHOOLS

snap closure. 2 front square

Nov. 10

line patch pockets. Contrasting

Special Education Service
Center-December grads
only. EMR: K-12 Band M.
LBD: K-l 2 B and M. Speech
and hearing therapists: M
only.

stitching on pockets, waist
band and zipper. 25 inch flare
leg. Machine washable. Indigo
blue. 8 to 18

Sign-up will be Thursday
from 4-5 p.m. for school
schedules and Friday from
3-4 p.m. for non-school
schedules (including
business, government,
agencies and graduate
schools) in the Forum,
Student Services Bldg.
A standard placement
data sheet must be turned in
for each organization wiih
which the interviewee is
signing up.

$16

Nov 14

LASALLE*S

Berea city schools
(citizenship or permanent
residence visa required)-December and March grads
only. Secondary: Business
Ed. comprehensive, home
tcon., (Vocational: job
training or niulti-arcj).
Main, science.
BUSINESS
Nov. 10
Ashland

PREWASH

Chemical

Until the President and
Congress work out their
differences and cooperate to
solve problems plaguing this
counliy. the United Slates
will be unable to effectively

What's a
only Burger Chef' knows
and we're not talking 'til
October 30 (M;

patch pockets. Flare skirt
in below the knee

There'a mow to Wcai at Burger Chart. \*~*j

length. Contrasting
stitching. Hidden side

■*VHI

zipper. Metal buckles.
Washable.

8 to 16

$18

LASALLE*S

Arthur Andersen
(citizenship or permanent
residence visa required)-Accounting and auditing:
B/M accounting. Taxes:
B/M business with strong
accounting background.
Counseling in admin,
services: B/M industrial
management.
Burroughs CorporationTech, sales rep.: (business
machines). B/M business or
accounting. Systems
analyst: B/M information

systems or computer
science. Both positions
require minimum 2.8
accum.
Del Monte Sales
Company citizenship
required)~December grads
only. Sales rep. and chain
store rep.: B/any major.
Should be business oriented
with sales interesl.
General Adjustment
Bureau (citizenship or
permanent residence visa
required (--December grads
only. Insurance adjuster
Irainee: B/business, liberal
arts.
National Bank of Detroit
(citizenship or permanent
residence visa required)Branch management:
B/business.
Owens-Illinois
(citizenship required)~Sales:
B/business, marketing,
management, liberal arts.
Accounting: B/accounting,
finance. Production and
administration: B/business.

management, industrial
tech., personnel.
Owens-Illinois-See above.
B a t t e I I e and
Battelle-Staff acountant:
B/M accounting.
Manufacturer's National
Bank (citizenship
required (--Commercial
credit analyst: MBA
programmer: B'computer
science, information
systems.
Auditor.
B/accounting.
I tin ins and Pry-March
and June grads preferred.
Staff accountant
Opportunity with local
public accounting firm in
Findlay. B/M accounting.
GOVERNMENT
Nov. 13
Adult Parole
Authority-December and
March grads only:
Parole/probation officer I:
B/behavioral sciences.

Disagreement weakens UN

Bib jumper in new

love.. Bib pocket and

Nov. 13

Nov. 12
Central Mutual Insurance
Company (citizenship
required)-December and
March grads only: Admin.
Irainee: B'general business,
economics, insurance,
management marketing,
liberal ails.
Cleveland Trust Company
(citizenship rcquired)-Bianch management
irainee: B/business.

blue denim.
Pre-washed down to the
softness and color you

Ernst and Ernst
(citizenship required)--Staff
accountants: B/M
accounting.
Procter and Gamble
(citizenship or permanent
residence visa required)Sales management: B/M any
major in business or arts.
Field office management:
B/any major in business or
arts.
Reliance Electric
Cancelled.

Company (citizenship
required)-December grads
only. Accounting:
B/accounting. Internal audit
(Ashland. Ky.|: Minimum
3.0 in accounting. Industrial
accounting (Columbus): No
minimum GPA. Industrial
sales: B/business. marketing.
S.S, Kresge-Travcling K
Mart auditor (90 per cent
travel). B/business.
accounting.
Minnesota Fabrics
Incorporated (citizenship
required)--Management
trainee: B/business.
December grads only.

strengthen the United
Nations.
That was the opinion of
Richard Allen, former
deputy assistant for
international affairs to
foimer President RHiard
Nixon, as he spoke Friday
at the University on the role
of the UN. in U.S.
diplomacy. Allen's speech
was made in observance of
United Nations' Week.
"The inflationary impact
here is endless. The public
sccrei service is weakening.
The largest city has a
tremendous crisis. Problems
with social security and
welfare weaken our ability
to lake care of our people."
Allen said.
"AMERICAN citizens
will provide the support of
U.N. policy as soon as the
maladies are past." he said.
"If unity and consensus
flow, it wft give a sense of

purpose and direction to the
U.N. and will determine its
survival."
Allen said the U.N. is
very useful to the US. since
it brings the rest of the
world closer to us so that
we can learn about peoples
of other nations. "Although
people compalin about the
U.N.. they support it in
principle." he said.
The belief that U.S.
fore.gn policy serves other
countries' interests rather
than those of the U.S. is
folly. Allen said. However,
he added htat the view thai
the U.S. is a plundering
imperialist which stretches
its tentacles around the
world is just as false.
Allen said he had mixed
emotions about detente
with the Soviet Union.
"Dentente means a political
relaxation of tension,
expanded contact and '

trading. Yet the U.S.S.s*
continues to outspend the
U.S. in terms of the
acquisition of weapons."
AS FOR China, AUen
said that "the mere fact that
we are talking with China
will be a contribution to our
long-term security."
Lasl yeai the U.N. held a
world food conference to
discuss the problem of
starvation and limited food
resources in the world.
Allen said that since grain
no longer is as available as it
was, "Americans should
re-evaluate their altitude
about feeding the world."
"Any speaker who calls
himself a public affairs
adviser has no shortage of
problems to recite." Mien
said. "However, every crisis
is not so complex that it
cannot be solved by people
who use brains. comn«on
sense and logic."

DOMINO'S PIZZA

The Brothers of

ANNOUNCES THE

PHI KAPPA TAU

Tuesday and Wednesday night
Coke Special
Quart Cokes 4C)<
So, call

wish to
congratulate their
new actives:

352-5221

MIKE FENING
GARY GARGIULO
JEFFHOBBIE
STEVE KARNS
JOHN SAKELLARIS ,
DAVE STEVENS

30 minute delivery
THE
DOMINO PEOPLE

DENIMS

ARE
PIZZA PEOPLE ,

Welcome to the Brotherhood!

PERIOD.

Something new... faded,
1616E.WOOSTER

worn, recycled look.
Something old... bib

r
i

overalls. A traditional
worker's garment is

REPUBLICAN
CLUB

revised and updated for
super fashion. Detailed
with bib pocket and 2
front patch pockets. Wide
flare leg. Contrasting stitching. ■
Hidden side zipper.
Washable cotton. 8 to 16

$20

Tues., October 28
8:00 p.m. Capital Room

3rd Floor Student Union

LASALLE^S
Organizational Meeting

4 PM — close every Tuesday get a
Rib-Eye Dinner for only $1.39 (Reg. $1.79)

SQUARE MEAL
SQUARE DEAL

E. Wooster St.

| Across from the Football Stadium ■

Tuesday, October 28,1975. The BC Newi/P^t 5

A

tbaJJ Contest

EaBHBaBnm
39 12SIP75 form 37

NAME
ADDRESS

GreatScot
#*'INOl» 'OOO i?.*t|S

T.

CAIN'S
POTATO CHIPS

BEAT BOBCATS
GO FALCONS

Its beautiful.
And smart.
Just like she is.
A Lady Seiko Watch

**
Arizona

129 S. Main St.

1 3 oz.

I

I »l

Brigham Young

I

GIANT
ANNIVERSARY SALE
STARTS

Ball sun

□..

.•*• rWTM-|f|H

Bowling Green

□

SCN0OLKXOS
RECORDS

T^iflMFrljUUBP
MUMS for MOM
BOUTS for DAD

BUY FROM
SCHOOLKIDS RECORDS

Penn State

Miami

LETS GO TO

Dairi|
Queen
E. Wooster St.
HOURS:

\» <~\g&fi

SCR UMPDILL YISHUS!
Navy

|_J «

Nebraska

Notre Dame

~3

^LOCKER ROOM
112 S. Main St.

Phone 353-6341

We carry Adidas,
Converse,
Nike sport shoes
SEE US FOR ALL YOUR
SPORTING GOOD NEEDS!
Pittsburgh

□ .,

Syracuse

Maryland

D

CROSS' MEN'S WEAR
147 N. MAIN ST.
BOWLING GREEN

M-SATURDAY
10:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.

□

□•

□.

353-1045

LEVI'S

iwe DO AN'
CCOLOFFC*
THE //*S/a?/

SUNDAY
11:30 a.m. - 11:30 p.m.

□ .,

Purdue

LJ "'

Wisconsin

|_J

|

9-1 lues, thru

1

□

Kansas

18036 N. DIXIE. HIGHWAY

LINDONS
OPEN 24 HOURS
Luncheon Special
Breakfast Special
Midnite Special 12-8

TJ7

Cincinnati

lohn Vrba
720 Second St., Apt. 1 A

-3rd Place

PICK THE SCORE
■t NY. JETS

BUFFALO

OPEN MONDAY
THRU SAT.
the

- ALL NEW DISCO
-

LIGHT SHOW DIRECT FROM
NEW YORK
HARRY HOUR 7-1 1

- y.'ffY

on all work

□ .,

LSU

A

ND SAT. HARRY HOUR

□

• 18 YRS. OR OLDER

D

Alabama

Mississippi

at

Miss. State

Jzcsaneiy*
,0

.■.,-,.

7/ <*.-"
t.-Ja^~,
A

'

* _

V

"

"

"

M0U

S-T

"»
<»»»-mo.-

»-S «!0»M-)OOAM

„'--»••—•

FREE DELIVERY

Delivered
to your
.

door
Fast. Free & Hot

many others

□ .,

□

runs through Nov. 1st
PHONE 3528459
I

Oklahoma

Oklahoma St.

LIMITED SUPPLY

Sat.

*

71.2 Steel Tanks
with boot
Special-Just $100°°

□

203 N. MAIN

Western Michigan |_J at

while they last

AQUA HUT

fgWm
PIZZA

□.

:r>2-:>i28

Washington

UCLA

,A

532 EAST WOOSTER
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

352-3551

521 S. PROSPECT ST
Bowling Green. Ohio

Ohio U.

□

FREE DELIVERY
Colorado State

|—|

5t

Tennessee

LI

DORSEYS DRUGS

1424 E. Wooster

500 E. Wooster
"By the tracks"

Red Tag Days!
Shop Thurs., Fri.. Sat
and
SAVE!

FAST PHOTO SERVICE
FILMS AND BULBS

XP0nney

ACROSS
FROM HARSHMAN

353-2252

.

u

-2nd Place

Bee Gee Bookstore

CARRY OUTS'
: ,

Ciaig Rush
520 East Reed St., Apt. 1

- MIKE MORIN DISC JOCKEY

SCO TTI
MUFFLERS

Entertainment Tuei.-Sat.

West Virgina

- 1st Place

ANTHONY HOUSE

lay-it-away

□«

Nancy Gardner
519 Lowry

(£?

5% gallon $4.55
10 gallon 4.99
15 gallon 9.55
20 gallon 11.75
29 gallon 19.85

Happy Hours daily 4-9

Kent State

CONGRATULATIONS! ,,
Last Week's
J^
Football Contest
Winners Are:

DISHOP MOTORS

THE GOOD OLD DA YS ARE BACK

Illinois

Sigma

SUPER TANK SALE

Open

525 N. MAIN

Kappa

134 W. WOOSTER
11A.M. -7 P.M. M SAT.
352 4812

1630 E. Wooster

at
THE SHADY LADY SALOON

Ballots win be tabulated by members of tne
Fraternity, AM decisions of tne judges are final.

Mil $. MMLIPWUNO 0«tW. 0.

HOWARD JOHNSON'S

FOREIGN CAR
SERVICE

forms

THE HUTCH
PET SHOP

Charge within the torn* day

NCWMANS MARATHON

Entry

- LADIES NITE EVERY WEDNESDAY

OPEN
A STUDENT
CHARGE
ACCOUNT!
|__J at

Eacn contestant is permitted only one entry.
reproduced eiecdontcaMy are not acceptable.

100% guarantee

□

Missouri

Kansas State

LASALLE'S
129 S. Main

Michigan State

Pine* of SIS, sio. ana *5 gifl certificate* win be given to the
too 3 persons, respectfully, selecting the mott winner* from the,
22 college garnet luted above.

LOW PRICES LIVl THERE
THEY AKENT JUST VISITING

428 E. Wooster

Toledo

B.G. NEWS OFFICE 106 UNIVERSITY

HALL.

All entries mutt be in tne B.G. News office by S p.m. of tne
Friday preceding tne gi«m. mis is a free contest open to all
oersons except employes of the participating sponsors, members
of tn* Kappa Sigma Fraternity and B.G. News employes.

Army

SSa

WED.

DELIVER TO

Mark *n "X" in tne square opposite the team you believe win
win. if a game ends m a tie and you select one of the teams as a
winner, il win count as a loss in your total. However. If you
designate J tie and tne game ends in a tie, n win count in your
"wm" column.

PHONE 352-4770
1

PHONE

STATE

m case of a tie me person selecting closest points to the actual
outcome of tne designated professional game It determined the
winner.

DILL'S JEWELERS

r

CITY.

Richmond

D

it

Georgia

□

South Carolina

□ « N C. State

□

Bowling Green

Florida State

D.,

Clerraon

Q
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Loggins and Messina-'So Fine'

Moil Store*
VVe reserve th« nqht to
limit quantities Pnc«
•nd items effective at
Krogn in Bowling
Green Mon.. Oct. 21,
1975 thru Sun., Nov.
7 1975. Nona told to
dealer.
Copyright
1975. The Krooar Co

OPEN
24
HOURS

I

Oo««d M.rMiflM tatwda* To % *
0*tNSUND*»S«AM toe*1
OoeeeJtr'M Swda.
tot AM Mondat

▼ 'f
Shank Portion

SMOKED
Water
I Added I

Lb

CHIPPED
MEATS
LVJaaa Limit lO With Coupon I '5 Additional Purchase
■ M —• "• •■

latafJ

*

• '' < ■«•'•"•! And Othaa l.ouptMia W»« Pwx •>•■• ni«i.innn||

LIMIT Ml MJHH HI FUBIY
. V-1 S«f •
fTIC* good Mon Oct. ?7. 1975 thru Sun., Nov. 2 1975 At X
u.1.
^H.Ji Bo*""lg **: *"">•<' <° •P0"c.bV4ilr.'i„*a £»m Ml

1 ■ I'

'

h/

_ ■ KROGER MINI MIZER COUPON I
f Kids Favorite - Special Label

HOSTESS
TWINKIES

W ... b < >tjaraitee And Olhe. Couoon* Will Ptafchee* HaquH.ma.tu

Save

LIMIT HE COUrO» PER FIMILT
0
M n
K'.'i^l ?°
f i Oft. 27, J97B thru Sun,, Nov. 2, 197b at
,n it
\
„ BowTmg Ci'etn. Subject to jppMcJble .fata *nrj
~S £"!?•/
»'»ca' ia * <■ *.

laBB KROGER MINI MIZER
l/EH COUPON ■■■
Country Club

ICE
CREAM

the watchword of the
evening, as Loggins and
Messina showed jusl how
much good a little attention
to
detail, a
little
consideration for the
audience and a little wise
investment in top-notch
equipment can do for a rock
the

duo's sound and lighting
systems
to
their
ultra-efficient back-up band
and
their
well-paced
selection of material-was
calculated to give customers
the most for their money.
The audience got the show
it wanted, and it showed its
appreciation throughout the
evening.
THAT THIS concert was
going to be enjoyable
seemed to be obvious the
minute I entered Memorial
Hall.
The
audience was

10-Ct
Pkg

Limit 1 With Coupon I'S Additional Purchase
I • ■(<' I1-.

Kenny Loggins and Jim
Messina are superb musical
craftsmen. Sunday evening,
they brought their craft to
Anderson Arena, where
they provided !he music for
what I would have lo rank
as
one
of the best
homecoming concerts the
University has seen in many
years.
Cool professionalism was

and roll show.
Everything-from

I ■ ■ ■ KROGER MINI MIZER COUPON |
Assorted Country Club

on

Review By
David Fuidray

dPiA.
?||C
-jMJaj

,

■ <

extremely
smooth and
well-behaved, and the slage,
with its double arcs of stage
lights, had a meticulous
look about
it -silently
announcing that the people
who were going to perform

it

cared

about

their

work.
This premontion of
success was confirmed when
the opening act, Juice
Newton and Silver Spur
began playing.
Silver Spur was an
extremely tight and talented
country-rock outfit fronted
by an enthusiastic female
vocalist/guitarist who has
the potential to rival such
established country greats as
Dolly Parton and Loretta
Lynn.
The band's set featured
forays into both country
and
rock forms, and
climaxed with a reading of
Tammy Wyneite's "Stand
By Your Man" that won
Juice Newlon a considerable
ovation.
After the usual long wait
between acts. Loggins and
Messina emerged bearing
acoustic guitars. As might
have been predicted, they
quickly launched into
Loggins' ever-popular
"Danny's Song."
THIS WAS worked into a
medley of several other
familiar acoustic pieces,
each of which was greeted
with much applause by the
audience that obviously was
quite familiar with Loggins
and Messina's music.
After this brief interlude,
the
remaining eight
members of the band made
their way to the stage.

ABORTION

tuiallMr W«ta b C*fauaTIM And Ul*«» Coupon* With P«(.h»»a Haqu.ram»nu

\
/
'

C1 ll
J M
'

JBB KROGER MINI MIZER COUPON
>l) Grade A Kroger

The set was built around
medleys of Loggins and
Messina's most easily
recognized tunes. These
were often interrupted by
extended instrumental jams
that featured one band
member or another. Each

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
0> ANCIlll <
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I
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Call Collect
1-216-631-1557
24 HOUR SERVICE
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CAMPUS CALENDAR
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HOW DOES
•57.50*
SOUND?

Limit 1 With Coupon I *6 Additional Purchase K-AJ
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y Save
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DELICIOUS
APPLES

5 881

Limit 3 With Coupon A '6 Additional Purchase

v.6
v.•.'.■
■:.ft

Deluxe 2 bdrm.
Furnished
Central heat 6 air
Laundry fac. in bldg.
Ample parking
Outdoor gas grills
For Information, Coll
352*2*3

Hampton House
70S '» Si.

I .<opt Boo- W.n* B Ctfe-enM And 0*h*> Coupon* With •«• <he.* «.„„.„.■..,„

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FIMILT
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Tuesday. October 28. 1975
BGSU Skating Club Halloween Skating Patty tonight
8-10 p.m.
Members-tree; non-members-50 cents
Additional charge of 25 cents without costume.
Contests, prizes and a Hallowing good time.
Freddie's Flock meeting Rm. 255 Memorial Hall. 7:30
p.m.
League of Women Votets Candidates meeting 7:30 p.m.
B.G. High School. Meet and heat candidates for mayor,
city council and school board.
People inteiested in playing in one of three Univ.
Concert Band:., contact John. J. Deal Assist. Director of
Bands between 10/29 & 11/7. 108 Music Bldg. or call
2-0072. Clarinets & ttumpet cornet needed especially.
All who lespond will have the opportunity lo play.
PACE meeting Rm. 204 Hayes Hall. 6-7 p.m.

Save

Women's Life planning group
Center. Stud. Serv. Bldg. 3-5 p.m.

ribhr 33<
HSIfMIlt--SMMIH ll«ll«I

Coca Cola or Sprite
plus deposit

GO FALCONS
1

Lttt.r

.... »n.5o'

2. letter! .... $29.50
l-KtNrt
»«0.S0
I0« YlllOW 0OU>
Cente In end we ov# cen*oltie l<ne
e* rnwemny — Sorontv Jewelry.

"fUlNCHECH" POLICY
Everything you buy at Kroger is guaranteed for your total satisfaction regard
las* of manufacturer If you are not satisfied Kroger wilt replace your item
with the same brand or a comparable brand or refund your money
We also guarantee that we will do everything in our power to have ample
supplies of aM advertised specials on our shelves when you shop for them
wa wilf substitute the same item in a comparable brand (when such an it#m
is available) reflecting the same savings or if you prefer give you a RAIN
CHECK

Counseling

BGSU Karate Club: Goju-Kai practice session Rm. 201
Hayes Hall. 5:30-7:30 p.m.

LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

FOUND: One pair pink
underwear belonging to
someone in Harshman or
Kri«sher on Tues. night Wed. morning inscription.
"We belong together".
Pleas* contact
Mark,
2-4046.

1 m. rmmte. to sub. for wtr.
qtr. only, 2 man apt. vety
close to campus. 352-7809.

HELP WANTED

CROWN SET PEARL

Think ORANGE &
Beat Ball State!

meeting

Active Christians Today fellowship meeting Commons
NE 7 p.m.

6 qts. 1.38

•ny time within XI days

Main iou«
Aulhtll Itrlloh.(.rr-«-1
MuM.alem
belli* hmen I
II Popular Ramr
14 LikrionvamMMl
4h Pro

conirmpt
1
Floal
< Siirolrorly
Otyraaec itanut
Ho..ndU-*
! "•mail d"|pi
nlulv
Ant.-I-V'"'
Tibet

F INFST FACILITIES AND

P»»C« good Mon
Oct. 21, l*>/5 ttwu Sun., Nov, 2, »97b at •*
Kiogcr m (towh.Si) Grevn. Sublet ct To applicable state and
locaf tanes.
*

LIMIT
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W
40
11
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i Sejad
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t ■ ai" B«*» Wme (• i 'viaianai And Qthe. Cetaaoo* With Pun "an H • dune mon t*
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CLOSF TO YOUR AREA

Limit 2 With Coupon I *5 Additional Purchase

u

I ..rtr
H llnti-h ttrnrr.il
177'.

13

1-24 week pregnancy
terminated by
Licensed Gynecologist

LARGE
EGGS

,•

obviously have tried to cater
to their audience.

Starting Hate
$125

Sate

LIMIT IRE CWIPN FU FIMIH
Price, good Moo
Oil. ?7. 1975 thru Sun,, Nov. ?, 1975 it
Kroner To Bowling C.rcen
Subject to applicable ifafe end
local IJIM.

a small rock orchestra.
The set moved naturally
from
soft, acoustic
texturings to countryflavored rock to straight
rock and ended with a
powerful performance of
"Angry Eyes."

solo
was executed
proficiently and fit neatly
into the pace of the set.
In the course of the show
the band touched on all of
its most populat material-a
fact that was well-appreciated by the audience and
ultimately
made
it
impossible for the band to
escape with only one
encore.
I find it impossible lo
find fault with the show. I
have seen lew bands that so

VkVW, I KNOW, CVW. OF

miocoMevrsff,

Limit 1 With Coupon I '5 Additional Purchase

AT EACH step in this
well-balanced show, the
band provided a constantly
interesting and thick sound
that was a perfect backdrop
for the slick vocal
harmonies that are Loggins
and Messina's trademark.

DOONESBURY
MY.CHP, VPUXB

•/•Gal
Ctn

Their presence barely was
felt at first. As the set
progressed, however, it
became apparent that this
large band-which included
not only the usual rock
instruments, but also a
violinist, a hom section and
a percussionist-was actually

Needed
experienced
beautician to take following
call 352-2107.

SERVICES OFFERED
Talk it over with someone
who cares about you.
Empa-Emotional and
material, pregnancy aid.
Mon. & Fri. 1-3 p.m. Tues.,
Wed.,
T h u r . ,
6:30-9:30 p.m. 352-6236.

Medical College of Ohio
studen : available for
tutoring 352-4513 ask for
Mike.
HOURS:
MON.&FRI. 9:30-8
TUES.- WED. -THURS.

9:30-5:30
SAT. 9:30-5

Need PHOTOGRAPHS?
Undergrad and SENIOR
SPECIALS passports,
applications. WEISSBROD
STUDIO. 123 W.Wooster,
352-2142.

Drummer wants to |oin or
form rock band. Call Rick.
352-6616.
Babysitter 2:30-5:30 p.m.
on Mon. & Wed.. 2:30-7:30
p.m. on Tues. & Thur.
Angela Bell. 831 7th St.
Apt. 4 before 2 p.m. If
housing needed free room &
board Contact me at my
address.

Thyme 115 Clay. Tues. thtu
Sat. 10-5.

Dishop Motors
Dixie Hwy.

JUST
ARRIVED AT
FINDERS. New Elton John
"Rock of Westies" only
$3.99.

Sigma
Phi
Epsilon
"Goldenheart" Rush Oct.
2 7 and Oct.
29 from
7:30-9:30
All
girls
interested in being a III' sis
ate welcome.

It was hard to get into the
spirit so early but the
breakfast was sensational!
Thanks
Hot
Crescents!
Love, your sisters.
THE
VILLAGE
PREACHER. Opening soon.
Stevens
Studios from
Bangor Maine will be on
campus to take senior
pictures from Octobei 20
through
Novembei
14.
Except for one week in
January
when
the
photographei
will
be
returning 'or retakes. THIS
IS THE ONLY TIME he will
be in Bowling Green. Don't
delay,
make
your
appointment for your senior
picture today. Call THE
KEY
office
foi
an
appointment. 372-0086.
1

Free!! Radiator Flushing
with antifreeze purchase.
Free lube with oil change.
Call
for
appointment.
352-9090 Butler's Amoco
Wooster & 1-75.

6th ANNIVERSARY SALE
now in progress VATANS
109 N. Main Stoiewide
Savings. 20% and more.
Notice • Residents of Cherry
Hill Village the new turn,
has arrived and will be
placed in your apt. by the
end of next week.

18039

N.

Tonight Delta Tau Delta Lil'
Sis Rush 7-9 p.m. Come and
meet the biothets! New
frat. row by Brom
FOR SALE
PRINT SALE
THIS WEEK ONLY!
Browsing Room
2nd Floot-Union
Fine art prints by famous
aitists such as Picasso,
Escher, Renou. Dali. and
many more. Very
Low
puces: $2 each with 3 or
more.
Mats available.
Mon.-Fri.
9-5
p.m.
Presented by The Union
Activities Organization.
'6-5
Ford
c o rid it ion.
352-6112.

Van
good
$500.
Ph.

Deluxe sun lamp 4' stand
oscillating timei almost
new. $40. 352-9377.
Putebted Siamese kittens, 3
m, 2 f. seal point, 7 wks.,
$15-20.
Enc
Vaughn,
352-8359. 3-7 p.m.
1968 Galaxie 500 convert.
390 many new parts. Need's
some work. 352-7331.
Aria 12-stnng guitar. Must
see to appreciate! 352-2113.

Mary, you promised to stop
by. I haven't seen you in
months, so why don't you
come over.

1958
VW
excellent
condition. $400 or bast
offer. Call 353-1051.

PERSONALS
DU's.
"That's the way
un-huh. un-huh we like it!"
Thanx for the great time
The DZ's.

Ear piercing now at Klevers
Jewelers $7.50
includes
earrings.

Brand new Tiger Montreal
'76 slightly used SL76 or
Nike Cortez. Best offer,
352-2214.

DZ's are super proud of
their 25 fantastic pledges.

Bulk dry cleaning, by the
pound or by the load, at
Stadium Plaza Laundromat.

Speedball pen tips - all sizes
Very cheap. 372-3658.

Congratulations, to our
newly elected pledge
trainer,
Lynne
Heckman.
We're sura you'll do a great
job! Vour DZ sisters.

SENIORS! It's picture time.
For
senior
picture
appointment call The Key,
372-0086.

BRUCE, DONE and RICK Thanks
so much (or your
help at formal desserts. W*
appreciate it! ADPi's.
Herb Plants at Calico Sag* &

PRESERVE CREDIBILITY!
Order your '76
yearbook now. Call The
Key. 2-0086.
W* service; motorcycles,
auto's, trucks, mufflers.

Used white 10 sp. 1 yr. old
22W excel, cond. Sunshine
Cyclery. 352-9157.
FOR RENT
1 bdrm. unfur. apt. avail.
Nov. 1. $92/rna 352-1665.
Campus Manor has single
openings to fill 4 man apts.
(ot winter qtr. Ph. 352-9302
or 352-7365 evenings.
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Evel Knievel talking to the press ifter hit world record jump.

The Fvel Knievel 14 bus jump.

Knievel jumps short

A bird's eye view of the jump site

Evel Knievel. the
motorcycle daredevil who
calls himself "a professional
life risker." managed lo live
through a jump over 14
Greyhound buses at the
King's Island amusement
park near Cincinnati
Saturday, but fell a few feet
short of the 150 - foot
distance necessary' to clear
all 14 of the buses.
Knievel told reporters
after the jump that he
intentionally had landed on
a plywood safety platform
placed atop the 13th and
14th buses. "This
motorcycle doesn't have
wings, and I think that's far
enough for anyone to try lo
jump," Knievel aid.
M

TACO'S
and

TEQUILA

A crowd of 70,000
spectators was expected to
fill a huge arena of bleachers
and folding chairs
constructed for the jump,
but damp, cold and overcast
weather held attendance at
the jump down to about
35,000.
Those who did pay $8 to
$12 to watch the stunt man
perform his tricks came to
the park early, and most of
the better seats were filled
by midafternoon when Evel
tuned up by taking three
"practice" jumps over 10
buses.
After warming up himself
and the crowd by riding
around the jump arena in
II n

t ~la»

Get all of the
answers at
Fact Line, 372-2445

No crap!

HOWARD'S

Well send t
Canon F1 "b

All the $>
Pizza and
Salad you
can eat
Family Night Buffet
Wednesday 5 to 9 pm

Children
under 6

&*=>

Izzainn:

EAST WOOSTER STREET
(Across from the Inothall stadium)

'ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL PARTY ROOMS'

Nawaphotoa by
Dan F«lcht
and Lance Wynn
Toledo Fins wave to ABC's television cameras.

m

Don't be half-right

WED. NITE
8 p.m.

Tomorrow Night!

"the finest wheelie car in
the world," Knievel made
the jump so quickly and
easily that it appeared
almost effortless. At
spectators filed out of the
park, seemingly stunned
that the jump had come and
gone so quickly, Knievel
happily left the jump site,
having earned several
hundred thousand dollars in
only five seconds

UNION ACTIVITIES TRAVEL PROGRAM
NEW YORK CITY
November 26 - 30
(Room based on quad basis)
round trip Allegheny Airlines
Detroit to N.Y.C.
Continental Breakfast

- Two dinners
- Tour of Manhatten

Limit 40 people
Deposit $75.00
Due Immediately

direct
to your door
for only
$217

Now you can own an outstanding 35mm single lens
reflex camera for a price that's hard to pan up. Sand
us a certified check or money order for $217.00 (or
include all the numbers on your Bank Amertcard or
Master Charge card) and we'll send a new Canon FTb
with a Canon 50mm f 1.8 SC lens direct to your door
via United Parcel Service. Include an additional $10.00
and we'll include a hard Canon case for your FTb.
A semi soli case is $15.00.
Send your payment along with your name, address and
phone number to: Helix. 679 North Orleans Street
Chicago. IL 60610. If you have any questions or
would like your name added to our mailing list, please
write or call.

HELIX

679 North Orlaani Street. Chicago 60*10
(312) 944-4400

LAS VEGAS/SAN FRANCISCO
December 14 - 21
(room based on triple basis)
round trip from Toledo to
- Two nights in Vegas
Las Vegas/San Francisco
Five in San Francisco
via United Airlines
- all transfers
- all Vegas lunches
Limit 35 people
Deposit $100.00
Due November 6

FREEPORT/BAHAMAS
December 13 - 20
(room based on twin basis)

round trip from Windsor
Canada to Freeport via
Air Canada

- Welcome party
- All breakfasts, dinners
Happy Hours dally

Limit 40 people
Deposit $100.00
Due November 15

APPLICA TIONS NOW A VAILABLE IN UAO OFFICE
Call 372-2243
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Homecoming events spice
'Orange weekend' life
By Patricia Sinn
Staff Reporter
Despite a disappointing loss to
Miami in Saturday afternoon's foothall
gime, events for this 54th
homecoming year were successful.
Festivities got off to a slurping start
Thursday night in the Falcon's Nesl.
Union, with llappy Hours from 10
p.m. • I a.m. "llappy Hours was very
well received." said James Honker,
chairman of the homecoming
committee. "There were three tunes as
many people there as during normal
Happy Hours."
Friday attention brought another
round of Happy Hours, this time
accompanied hy Orange Activities
These included sign, costume and
bicycle decorating contests, guessing
the number of orange marshmallows in
a jar (there were 1841. bobbing for
oranges and an oiange egg toss.
At 6: .10 Friday evening students
gathered in front of Memorial Hall and

Newsphotos by
Dan Feicht,
Mindy Milligan,
Michael Passarello
and Ed Suba

prepared to make history. And so I lies
did. as an estimated crowd of 3.372,
led by the University Marching Band,
wound through campus, and set a new
record lor the world's longest snake
dance.
The snake wound up as a bump and
boogie bash outside Conklm Hall
which featured live entertainment.
Meanwhile, Freddie Falcon announced
James Hodge as the wiunei o( a trip
fof two to Florida during Chnstmas in
a contest sponsred by the Union
Activities Organi/anon (UAOI.
Saturday morning dawned gray and
cold, perhaps foreshadowing the
results of the football game ahead. The
crowd of 24,194, the second largest
ever to attend a game at the
University, cheered in vain as the Big
Oiange losl to the Miami sqiKid in .an
exciting contest, The game was
highlighted hy a fine performance by
the Univeisily Marching Band
The weekend was biouglil to a
conclusion with the homecoming
concert lealuiing logginsjiul Messina.
James Slofan UAO DirectOI Hid
about 3.6(H) students attended the
event. "The crowd seemed pleased."'
he said. Stofan added that there were
no drug cases reported during the
concert and there were no security
problems.
James Lcssig. director of alumni
affairs, said the largest number of
alumni ever to return for homecoming
were here this weekend.

Thil year's homecoming weekend was
record-breaking and heartbreaking. Students broke
the world's record for the longest snake dance, the
alumni returned to the University in numbers never
before recorded and the second largest crowd in
Falcon history watched Saturday's game.. .but Big
Orange lost.
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Women runners lose only meet
By Lauri Loch
Assistant Sports Editor
Dave Williams formed
Bowling Green's first
women's cross country team
this fall as a foundation for
the spring track season in
order to build up distance
runners for the track team.
Saturday his new-found
five-woman cross country
team barely lost their
first-and last-meet of the

season to an experienced
Central Michigan University
team. 24-31.
"1 was really happy with
the team," coach Williams
said. "The performed even
better than I had hoped. In
fact, with another strong
runner, we might have taken
the meet."
THE HIGHLIGHT of the
meet was an excellent
performance from BG's
Debbie Romsek. a freshman

who' was Michigan's state
quarter-mile champion last
spring.
Romsek finished third in
the meet, running the 2.5
mile course in 15:45.
Romsek. Gail Billet and Jan
Samuelson all qualified for
the national cross-country
meet, which they cannot
attend because of lack of
funds.
Billet placed fifth in the
meet (16:03) and

Samuelson finished sixth
(16:28).
"THIS WAS Central
Michigan's fourth meet this
season," Williams said. "It
was our first and we were
closing the gap between
CMU and ourselves. I really
expect a good team next
fall."
Rounding out the
finishers for the Falcons
were Janet Traub. who
finished seventh (16:57) but

who would not be running
at all if Williams hadn't
pulled her out of his jogging
class (where she was running
ahead of all the men), and
freshman Laura Knudson,
who placed tenth (18:02).
"Laura hadn't practiced
setting a pace for herself."
Williams said. "She had a lot
left over when she finished
running, but because of her
inexperience she hadn't
paced herself."

Williams said although
the cross country team does
not have a budget now, it
will next year.
The falcons were unable
to travel to the four away
meets they were invited to
because of lack of funds.
Also, four of the five
teams that BG invited for
meets this season were
unable to come, but
Williams said BG will have a
full schedule next fall.

Falcon harriers whip Miami
By BUI Ettep
Assistant Sports Editor

The lone dual loss of the season was to perennial MAC
powerhouse Kent State, 17 - 38, in the season opener.

Despite the loss in football, a Falcon athletic contingent
did defeat Miami Saturday afternoon.
The cross country squad evened the score between the
two Mid-American Conference (MAC) rivals with a 17-41
victory.
The five-mile race run at Miami's Western campus
concluded BG's 16th dual meet campaign under coach Mel
Brodt with a 5 - I overall and 3 - 1 MAC record.
Miami, meanwhile, closed its dual season with 2 - 5
overall and 1 - 3 league slates.

MIAMI WAS the eighth MAC opponent the Falcons
faced this season. Northern Illinois was the only league
squad that BG didn't meet in dual or invitational
competition.
Plagued by inconsistent pack-running all season long, the
Falcons grabbed the top four places and seven of the nine
BG runners finished among the first 11 in Saturday's win.
There was only a 56 - second gap between individual
winner Dan Dunton's 25:21.4 timing and seventh man Dan
Cartledge's clocking of 26:17.

Women spikers test Eagles
By Lauri Leach
Assistant Sports Editor
Bowling Green's women's
volleyball team travels to
Ashland tonight, seeking a

Tickets

win after a disappointing
four-loss weekend.
The Falcon spikers hope
to pull a repeat of last year's
upset victory over Ashland.
BG won three of five games
in the Ashland match,
11-15, 15-10, 12-15, 1514.
15-11.
BG's first two losses of
the season came Friday
night against Capital
University and Ohio
University at Capital. The
Falcons had defeated both
teams last year.

Tickets for Saturday's
BG-Ball State football game
at Doyt L. Perry Field are
now on sale at the Memorial
Hall ticket office.
Student tickets priced at
THE SPIKERS
SI.50 and special Parent's
Day tickets priced at $4 overpowered Capital in the
permitting parents and first game of the match.
15-7, but dropped the next
friends to sit on the
student's side are on sale.
two games 15-9, 15-4.
BG started the Ohio
Basketball ID cards
priced at $5 and hockey match with a 15-9 win in
the first game. They stayed
ID's are also on sale.
right on the Bobcats' tail in
The Memorial Hall ticket
office is open from 9 the second game, but lost a
a m. - noon, and I - 5 p.m. close 15-12 decision. The

Falcons fell hard in the
deciding game, 15-7.
Bowling Green traveled
to Cincinnati Saturday
where it suffered two more
losses at the hands of
volleyball powerhouses
University of Dayton and
College ofMt. St. Joseph,
Dayton blasted the
Falcons 4-15, 9-15. Mr. St.
Joseph then proceeded to
embarrass BG 4-15, 1-15.

THE BRIGHT spot in
BG's dismal weekend was
the junior varsity volleyball
team. The JV's wiped out
Capital in two straight
games. 15-8. 15-7 and
slipped past OU 15-12, in
the first game before
finishing them off 15-6 in
the second.
The JV's then lost a
heartbreaker to Mt. St. Joe's
5-15,15-12,12-15.

Brodt said the Falcons exhibited "the best front group
running of the season."
"We had five runners together at the two-mile mark and
four stayed together between two and three miles. Then
Dunton pulled away," Brodt said.
THE VETERAN coach termed Dunton's performance
"the best on a hilly, demanding course this year."
Dunton, who won his second collegiate cross country
race, was followed by a trio of teammates. Freshman Kevin
Ryan, Gary Desjardins and Tim Zumbaugh all clocked
times of 25:37 to sKare runner-up honors.
Zumbaugh, who has battled injuries and low finishes all
season long, had problems staying on his feet during .the
race. Brodt said he fell down twice (once at the four-mile
mark) but recovered to tie Ryan and Desjardins.
Jay Johnson gave Miami its top finish in fifth with a
timing of 25:41. Redskin Callan Strous took sixth in
26:03 before BG's Gary Little and Miami's Paul Kinny
crossed in seventh in 26:04.
»
Freshman Brent Beams grabbed ninth in 26:15 and
Carledge clocked a 26:17.
Jim Cosser (26:35) and Chuck Holmes (27:07) added
non-scoring finishes for Bowling Green at 15th and 18th
respectively.
BRODT CLAIMED his top five runners are ready to face
the important portion of the schedule.
With the Central Collegiate and MAC championships and
NCAA District Four and national title runs looming ahead
in the next four weeks, Brodt said "only our sixth and
seventh men are question marks."

Hayes suggests KO change
COLUMBUS. Ohio
(AP) - Ohio State's Woody
Hayes, a college foOtbaH
coach for three decades,
suggested yesterday that one
of the most exciting plays
in the college sport, the
kickoff return, is becoming
extinct.

To remedy the problem.
Hayes proposes colleges
follow the cue of the pros
and kick off from the
35-yard line rather than the
40.
"Granted." Hayes told .
his weekly press luncheon,
"it would hurt us, but it

YOUR T-D CARD!
IS READY

Among the unbeaten
Buckeyes' arsenal is kickoff
specialist Tom Skladany.
The junior from Bethel
Park. Pa. has sent 21 of his
45 kickoffs in 1975 so deep
they have not been
returned.

invading Indiana on
Saturday.
WfJments later. George
Hill, the Buckeyes'
defensive coordinator,
differed with his boss over
the lack of kickoff returns.
"Woody didn't consult
with me on that rule. We'd
just as soon keep it the way
it is," said Hill, who is in
charge of coaching kickoff
return defenses.
Meanwhile, Hayes called
his 7-0-0 powerhouse a tired
team after polishing off
Purdue 35-6 last week.

"WE'RE ruining the
kickoff play in college
football," said Hayes,
preparing his team for

The hard-bitten coach
indicated he would lighten
the practice load for his
players this week.

would help the game.
"I'm willing to borrow
something from the pros.
They've borrowed so many,
many things from us." said
the coach of the nation's
No. I major college football
team.

BG's Debbie Romsek runs to a third-place finish
as the Falcon women's cross country team made its
debut on the University golf course Saturday.
Romsek also qualified for the nationals with her
performance. (Newsphoto by Mindy MiDigan)

Intramural notes
F.ntries for the coed volleyball, racquetball and handball
tournaments are due today in the Intramural Office.
Entries are available from resident hall and fraternity
athletic chairman and at the IM office. 201 Memorial Hall. ■
Play will begin next week.

•••

Fraternity ice hockey begins this week with 16 teams
entered in three leagues. Games will be played on Sundays,
Mondays and Wednesdays starting at 10:15 p.m.
Phi Delta Theta will be seeking their fourth straight
fraternity hockey crown.

•••

A record number (41) soccer teams have completed their
third week of league competition.
League leaders are: Phi Delta Theta. Sigma.Nu, Sigma
Chi. Foreign Invaders. Band Gang and the Animals of
Anderson Hall.

Water polo club
The Falcon water polo team scored three victories over
the weekend, two of them in the Great Lakes water polo
league.
Dave R) l.in.l. the Falcons' leading scorer, tallied three
goals in Friday's 10-9 victory over ohio State in the
non-league contest.
BG USED a balanced attack from all players to score a
6-5 decision over the University of Michigan Saturday,
before countering with a 7-3 trouncing of Wayne State.
The triple victories gave BG a 7-1 record and the lead in
its league. Coach Tom Stubbs was pleased with the three
wins and particularly with the balanced scoring attack
displayed in all three contests.
The Falcons travel to Ann Arbor Saturday to conclude
the regular season against Michigan and Eastern Michigan.

Pick up your
Student Toll Dialing Card
now!
Charge calls on your dorm phone
and save money.
i

See us by Oct. 28
GENERAL TELEPHONE OF OHIO

Senior Pictures! For app. call 372-
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Nipped—
BG drops crucial MAC tilt
By Dick Rees
Sports Editor

Return
to form

Saturday's game marked (he return of BG tailback Dave Preston (9) after the junior
sat out the last three games with a back injury. Preston displayed good running
form as he totaled 73 yards in 23 carries to pace the Falcon rushing game.
(Newsphoto by Ed Suba)

Mistakes lost it
By Dick Rees
Sports Editor
The 24,I'M fans who jammed Doyt L Perry Field
Saturday constituted the second largcsi crowd ever at a
Falcon home game.
Undoubtedly, all of them will he talking about the game
for some time.
It was BG's chance to slay undefeated, to aanrl III
supremacy in the Mid-American Conference (MAC) title
race, to shed its image of losing the big one and to possibly
gain national recognition.
But it never came about.

All year BG has stressed team unity and team effort. The
biggest test lies ahead.
The Falcons must bounce back from Saturday's defeat
and continue to play as a team.
In fact, Miami still has three conference games against
Toledo, Western Michigan and Kent State. Even though a
Miami loss to any of ..these three is unlikely, it could
happen.
The Falcons must win their next two MAC games against
Ball State and Ohio University and hope for a Miami loss 10
bring about a co-championship.
Even if it doesn't occur, four consecutive wins (Southern
Illinois and Texas-Arlington round out the schedule) would
give BG its best record since I9S9.

•••

THE FALCONS literally gave Miami the ball game. To
say the two second-quartet lit. fumbles were costly is an
understatement.
They spelled the difference between victory and defeat.
The miscues gave Miami a chance to icon, winch it did.
But more importantly, it gave the Redskins momentum.
At the same time the 10-1(1 i.alf line s, ■ e forced BG to
play more conservatively in the second half. This was
evidenced when Falcon head coach IXm Nchlen went for a
field goal on a tourlh and one From the Miami five.
MANY PEOPLE seemed opposed to |iis move, but had
the Falcons gone for the first down and not made it,
Nehlen would have been hung.
With the score at 10-10. which it should not have been,
BG had to go for the automatic three points. Mad it been
10-0 or 10-.'. the coach's philosophy might have been
different.
As we all know, Don Taylor insised the field goal
attempt and Miami turned around and put together a
scoring drive thai have them a 17-10 lead.
THE FALCON DEFENSE played I magnificent game
against a powerful Miami offense. And as much as the
players who were responsible lor the errors feel bad. It musi
be Iwiu' icugh for Ihc defensive members who played so
well yet have nothing to show for it.

The Falcons lost both of their starting offensive guards in
the game. Junior Tommy Steele left the game in Ihc first
period after dislocating his right shoulder.
Sophomore Greg Ketchum. who started in place of
veteran Mark Conklin, who was out with a thigh bruise,
suffered a broken leg on a punt in the third quarter.
Conklin relumed to the game in place of Ketchum in the
final half.
Both Steele and Kclchum probably will be lost for the
remainder of ihc season.

Don Nehlen sat solemnly
in his dressing quarters,
surrounded by a horde of
reporters.
His
r esponses 10
questions were slow and
quiel as he agonizingly
analyzed his team's 20-17
defeat to Miami Saturday.
Somebody handed the
Bowling Green head coach a
statistics sheet and Nehlen
read aloud the team totals,
all of which were in BG's
favor.
When he finished, he
threw the stat sheet in
disgust and looked up.
"Why me?" a perplexed
Nehlen asked lo no one in
particular.
NEHLEN HAD just
witnessed his Falcon squad
lose ils most important
game of the season and
possibly the most important
in his eight-year coaching
tenure here.
It wasn'l easy lo take as
BG took an early
commanding 10-0 lead
before Miami came back lo
lie the score at halftime as
the direct result of two
Falcon fumbles.
In the second half, with
momenlum in their favor,
the Redskins ran the score
lo 20 • 10. Time ran out for
BG. however, although it
did mount a late scoring
drive thai netted seven
points.
The crucial Mid-American

Conference (MAC) clash
drew in overflow
Homecoming crowd of
24,194 at Doyt L Perry
Field.
"I CANT believe it," a
sullen Nehlen mused. "We
ran at them and everything
else that no one was able to
do againsl them.
"But we lost our
composure. We made
mistakes and that killed us,"
he continued. "You can't
play a great football team
and make a few errors, but
that's what we did."
The Falcons, unbeaten
going in, now stand at 6 -1
overall and 3 - I in the
MAC. Miami took over the
conference lead with the
win and now sports a 6 • I
overall mark and 3 - 0
league record.
The Falcons dominated
the first quarter as the
offense found success both
on (he ground and through
the air. Midway through the
second period, BG was
sitting on a 10-0 lead.
Bui two Falcon fumbles
changed the complexion of
the game completely.
IT BEGAN when fullback
Jim Gause, spelling Dan
Saleet, missed connections
on a hand-off from
quarterback Mark Miller.
Miami's Mel Edwards
recovered on the BG
37-yard line.
The Falcons held Miami

Clayton, M. Obrovac
are MAC nominees

to seven yards in three
plays, but Redskin coach
Dick Crum gambled on
fourth down.
Miami quarterback
Sherman Smith pitched out
to fullback Randy Walker
and slithered into (he BG
secondary unnoticed.
Walker rolled right and fired
i pass lo Smith, who made
the catch while lying on his
back.
Thai gave Miami a first
down, and three plays later
Mickey Green punched into
the end zone from the four.
Freshman Fred Johnson
booted the placement to
narrow [he gap lo 10-7.
Less than two minutes
remained in the half and
both teams traded
possessions.
BG had the ball with I S
seconds left on their own
20, but Miller fumbled on a
quarterback sneak.
Two plays later, with jusl
five seconds left in the half,
Johnson toed a 40-yard
field goal to lie the score,
10-10.
IN THE SECOND half,
the Falcon offensive
machine got moving again.
The Falcons marched down
the field, regaining Ihc
power that gave them Ihe
early lead.
But the drive stalled on
ihe five as BG was faced
with a fourth and one.
Nehlen elected lo play safe

^aWiEflKL?

Offensive tackle Mike Obrovac and linebacker
Kevin Clayton were Bowling Green's nominees for
Mid-American Conference (MAC) player of the week
honors after their performances against Miami
Saturday.
It was Ihc second nomination of the season for
Obrovac, a sophomore. He graded out si per cent
efficient in the contest.
CLAYTON HAD five solo tackles, nine assists, one
recovered fumble and two sacks for minus eight yards
against the Redskins.
The senior lied wilh Dave Brown as the team's
defensive player of the week, but both players tied
last week after Ihc Kent game and Brown was the
MAC nomination after that game.

Tackle

Falcon defensive end Bill Whidden (90) upends Miami tailback
Rob Carpenter (21) in Saturday's, action. Whidden and his
defensive cohorts turned in a fine performance in a losing cause.
(Newsphoto by Michael Passarello)

and go for the field goal.
A delay-of-game penalty
put the ball on the 10. and
Don Taylor attempted a
field goal from the 17. But
the 27-yard effort missed ils
mark.
Miami then unleashed
tailback
Rob Carpenter,
who had been bottled up
most of the day. Carpenter
led a Redskin drive that
consumed 80 yards in 13
plays as he ran for 43 of the
yards.
A BG personal foul also
aided the scoring march,
which culminated in i
14-yard scoring pass from
Smith lo split end Steve
Joecken on a fourth down
play.
BG tried vainly lo fight
back from the 17 - 10
deficit, bul Miami's defense
lightened up. After the
scoring pass, BG only could
muster drives of four, three
and three plays before
pun ling.
MEANWHILE the
Redskins were grinding out
the yardage much as BG had
done in the first quarter. In
Ihe process they were eating
up precious time.
After Johnson booted a
42-yard field goal with 3:25
left lo play lo give Miami a
20-10 edge, many people
started heading for the
exits.
BG wouldn't give up. and
Miller went to the air, as
expected. The Falcons got
to the eight and on fourth
down, the sophomore passer
found Dave Preston all
alone in the end zone for a
touchdown.
Only 1:20 remained, and
Don Taylor's onsides
kick-off was covered by
Miami, although the olficial
first ruled BG had
possession.
"WE HAD TO play wilh
a lot of composure to win,"
Crum said. "We really have
good kids and when they
were down 10 - 0 they
could have caved in but
they kepi going."
Nehlen termed the
Falcon defensive effort
absolutely super and said
BG executed well
throughout the contest.
"You take out three
plays and we're a great
football team," he said.
"Bul we blew it. We made a
couple of mental errors and
fumbles and boom. The
only trouble is thai when
you hear about the MAC
you won't hear about BG
anymore."

Booters squeak past Bucks
By Norm Baker
Staff Writer

Head trainer Bill Jones (right) aids a grimacing
Tommy Steele after the junior suffered a dislocated
shoulder against Miami Saturday. Steele, who had
been starling at right guard, will probably miaa the
remainder of the season, as will sophomore guard
Greg Ketchum, who broke his leg Saturday.
(Newsphoto by Dick Kaverman)
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It was one of those file
and forget games in which
somehow you won. You
don'i know exactly how bul
you won't complain aboul
the victory.
Bowling Green's soccer
learn overcame numerouse
obstacles Saturday
afternoon to defeat Ohio
State University (OSU), 1 0.
A second half goal by
sophomore Ken
Hendershott at the
14-minute mark save the

Falcons their fifth triumph
of Ihe season.
"WE WON lhat game on
desire, effort and guts." BG
coach Mickey Cochrane
said. "We had many factors
which we had (o put up
wilh bul our players,
although frustrated, still
won ihc game."
For the first time this
season, the Falcon soccer
squad played on Astrolurf.
But problems were
compounded by pre-game
rain which left ihe OSU
field slippery.
,
"We were sliding and
falling down oftern because
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SHOPPING SPREE!
Free bus transportation
will be available to

SOUTHWYCK MALL
in Toledo
onFRL, OCT. 31st
1st bus leaves Union ■ 3 p.m. If overcrowded, 2nd
bus will be available to leave 4: IS p.m. Two trips
returning to Union by 7:30 p.m.
Sponsored by Cisual Cornar

of the field's condition and
this hampered our going to
the ball," Cochrane
explained.
"Our players were simply
not going after the ball loo
well because they were
afraid to fall down and let
their man go past them," he
added.
Another important factor
which affected both teams'
playing style was the
officiating. Both officials
appeared to be staging a wat
between themselves.

"THEY DEFINITELY
were having a rivalry as
neither one liked the other
one,'' Cochrane
commented. "When one
official would make a call,
the other one would make a
different one. It was very
frustrating for players from
both teams to play with
officials that couldn't get
along."
The Falcon booters, who
haven't seen much of Lady
Luck this season, escaped
wilh a weekend's victory
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partially because of a missed
Buckeye shot.
With only 30 seconds
remaining in the game. OSU
was awarded a penalty kick
when a handball violation
was called on Bowling
Green. But the kick, which
is usually converted 90 per
cent of the time, hit the
goal post and glanced to the
side.

GOALIE TOM Doriety
and fullback Glen Jost
played great games,
according lo Cochrane.
"Tommy made many fine
saves (12 in Ihe game) while
Glen anchored our
defense," Cochrane
explained. "We played
defensive ball for 80 per
cent of the game as Ohio
Slate controlled midfield."

"33,500,000
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Over S33.SO0.0O0 unclaimed scholarships, grams, aids, and
fellowships ranging trom $50 to $10,000 Current lisi of
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